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ABSTRACT(244words) 

Objectives: 

Battery life (BL) of portable home ventilators batteries are reported by manufacturers. The 

aim of the study was to evaluate the effects of ventilatory mode, respiratory frequency, 

positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), and leaks on the BL of 5 commercially available 

portable ventilators. 

Design: 

The effect of the ventilatory mode (volume controlled-continuous mandatory ventilation  

[VC-CMV] vs Pressure Support ventilation [PS]), PEEP 5 cmH2O, respiratory frequency 

(10, 15 and 20 cycles/min), and leaks during both VTV and PS on the BL of5 ventilators 

(Elisee 150, Monnal T50, PB 560, Vivo 50,  and Trilogy 100) were evaluated. Each 

ventilator was ventilated with a test lung at a tidal volume of 700 ml and an inspiratory time 

1.2 in the absence of leaks. 

Main results: 

The switch of a VC-CMV mode for a PS mode or the addition of PEEP did not significantly 

change the ventilator BL. The increase of the respiratory frequency from 10 to 20 cycles/min 

decreased the BL of 18 ± 11% (P<0.005). Leaks were associated with an increase of the BL 

during the VC-CMV mode (18 ± 20%, P<0.05) whereas the BL decreased during the PS 

mode (-13 ± 15%, P<0.05). 

Conclusions: 

The BL of home ventilators depends on the ventilatory settings. The BL is not affected by 

the ventilator mode (VC-CMV or PS) or the addition of PEEP. BL decreases with the 

increase in respiratory frequency and during leaks with a PS mode whereas leaks increase 

the duration of the ventilator BL during VC-CMV.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Improved intensive care unit (ICU) care has resulted in many patients surviving acute 

respiratory failure and requiring prolonged mechanical ventilation during convalescence 

which should be addressed outside the ICU, because of  reduced costs, enhanced quality of 

life, and reduction in hospital-borne infections
1
. The transition from an ICU ventilator to a 

home ventilator is then necessary. Home ventilators are also useful for patients developing 

chronic respiratory failure due to neuromuscular and chest wall disorders 
2
. These home 

ventilators can be battery-powered for safety, when alternating current (AC) power is 

unavailable. Batteries allow ventilator portability and therefore patients’ mobility when 

patients are totally ventilator-dependent. To be considered as life-support equipment, 

ventilators should have reliable batteries 
3
and most of the life-support home ventilator 

manufacturers claim a battery duration >8 h considering internal and external batteries. In 

fact, ventilator battery life (BL) is expected to depend not only on the characteristics of the 

batteries and the ventilator technology but also on the ventilator settings and the presence of 

leaks which are common during both non-invasive ventilation and invasive ventilation 

through tracheotomy when using uncuffed tube
4-6

. 

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of the ventilatory mode (volume 

controlled-continuous mandatory ventilation [VC-CMV] vs pressure support ventilation 

[PS]), respiratory frequency, positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP), and leaks on the BL 

of 5 commercially available portable ventilators. 

  

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

Experimental bench 
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Each ventilator was connected via its standard circuit to a chamber Michigan test lung 

(MII Vent Aid TTL, Michigan Instruments, Grand Rapids, MI, USA). To simulate the 

mechanical characteristics of the respiratory system of a healthy adult, the compliance of the 

testing chamber was adjusted to 100mL/cmH2O and a parabolic resistance (2.7 cmH2O/L·s
-1 

at 1 L·s
-1 

and 10.8 cmH2O/L·s
-1 

at 2 L·s
-1
) (Pneuflo


Airway Resistors,Rp5, Michigan 

Instruments) was added between the chamber and the ventilator.  

Airway pressure (Paw) and flow were recorded at the end of the ventilator circuit 

using a pressure transducer (Validyne DP 45±56 cmH2O, Northridge, CA, USA) and a 

pneumotachograph (Fleisch n°2, Lausanne, Switzerland) with a pressure differential 

transducer (Validyne DP 45±3.5 cmH2O), respectively. Ventilators’ performance during the 

trials was determined by recording of pressure and flow rate signal outputs continuously 

digitized at 10 Hz (MP100, Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA) and recorded in a microcomputer 

for further analysis. 

Procedure 

Five ventilators available in France for home ventilation were tested (Table 1). Each 

ventilator tested was up-to date with respect to preventive maintenance schedule and passed 

all required pre-use calibration/verification procedures recommended by each manufacturer. 

The internal batteries were exchanged for new ones and an optional external or detachable 

battery was added when available. Each ventilator battery was charged prior testing in 

accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation. Each ventilator was set to deliver a 

tidal volume (VT) of 700 ml and an inspiratory time of 1.2 s in absence of leak.  

Each ventilator was operated on AC power for 5 min, during which all ventilator 

settings were set and confirmed. Each test run was initiated by disconnecting the AC power 

cord from the ventilator. Each test was considered complete when inspiratory flow output 

ceased totally.  
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The baseline ventilatory mode was VC-CMV with a respiratory frequency of 15 

cycles/min. This baseline condition was tested in duplicate for each ventilator model, in 

order to check that the difference of BL was less than 2 % of mean duration which was taken 

into account for the analysis. Thereafter, we evaluated the effects of :1) respiratory 

frequency by testing 10 and 20 cycles per minute, 2) PEEP = 5 cmH2O,3) ventilatory mode 

by evaluating PS while maintaining VT and baseline respiratory frequency, 4) leaks during 

both VCV and PS by using a calibrated leak valve (RMT Valves, Ambu
®
, le Haillan, France 

: 2.2 mm of diameter) added to the circuit between the ventilator and the pneumotachograph, 

We also evaluated the ability of each portable ventilator to deliver the set VT as battery 

power diminished. 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis included a Friedman test for the effects of the respiratory rate and a 

Wilcoxon analysis for the effects of PEEP, the ventilator mode (VC-CMV vs PS),and 

leakage in both VC-CMV and PS conditions. Differences were considered statistically 

significant when p was < 0.05. 

 

RESULTS 

The 5 tested ventilators are listed on Table 1 as well as the battery configuration and 

the battery duration in each condition.  

To obtain with PS an inspiratory time of 1.2 s in absence of leak, the flow cycle setting 

of PS was adjusted at 24%, 20%, 20%, 24%and 22% of peak inspiratory flow for 

respectively the Elisee 150, the Monnal T50, the BP 560, the  Trilogy 100 and the Vivo 50. 

The increase of the respiratory frequency decreased the ventilator BL (Friedman : P < 

0.005), whereas the addition of  PEEP did not (Wilcoxon : P = 0.22). The switch of a VC-

CMV mode for PS mode did not change the ventilator BL (Wilcoxon: P = 0.22).Leaks were 
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associated with an increase in ventilator BL during the VC-CMV mode (Wilcoxon : P < 

0.05)and a decrease during the PS mode (Wilcoxon : P < 0.05). 

All ventilators were able to maintain a constant VT until power failure.  

 

DISCUSSION 

The main results of our study are that the BL of home ventilators decreases with the 

increase of respiratory frequency, whereas the switch of VC-CMV for PS and the addition of 

5cmH2O of PEEP do not affect the ventilator BL.  Leaks were associated with an increase in 

ventilator BL during VC-CMV and a decrease during PS. 

Effect of respiratory frequency 

The increase of respiratory frequency from 10 to 20 cycles/min (+100%) was 

associated with a decrease of ventilator BL of 18 ± 11%. Therefore, the decrease of 

ventilator BL is not inversely proportional to the increase in respiratory frequency. The 

ventilators tested in the present study use turbines which are also powered during expiration 

although at a lower speed. Accordingly, the battery drain is more important during 

inspiration but not limited to it, explaining that ventilator BL is not solely dependent on the 

number of inspiratory cycles. 

Effects of PEEP and mode of mechanical ventilation 

Surprisingly, PEEP did not affect the ventilator BL. This may be explained by the 

low level of PEEP tested in our study, considering that 11 years ago, a study demonstrated 

that 20 cmH2O of PEEP had important effects on BL in electrically driven portable 

ventilators
7
. Nevertheless, the use of 20 cmH2O of PEEP is now less common than 5 

cmH2O. It is also probable that the new generation of home ventilators require less power for 

operating the solenoid dedicated to driving the exhalation valve than the older ones. In 
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addition, when analysing the individual data, we observed that 2 of the 5 ventilators had a 

longer BL with the addition of PEEP. We checked these results by duplicating the PEEP 

condition with these 2 ventilators and observed similar results. One possible explanation 

could be a lower decrease of turbine speed during expiration in order to meet the PEEP level 

which may reduce the energy cost of turbine acceleration during inspiration.  

VC-CMV versus PS 

Changing the VC-CMV mode for a PS mode did not affect the ventilator BL. This 

contrasts with the data reported by Campbell et al. 
7
 who observed a decrease of ventilator 

BL with PS because of the need for a higher flow delivery during early inspiration with this 

mode. In fact, 3 ventilators had a constant flow during the VC-CMV mode (Elisee 150, PB 

560 and Trilogy 100) whereas the 2 others (Vivo 50 and MONNAL T50) presented pressure 

and flow wave contours during VC-CMV which were very similar to those of the PS mode. 

When comparing differences in BL and in pressure and flow wave contours between VC-

CMV mode and PS mode for each ventilator, there seemed to be no effect between various 

pressure and flow wave contours on ventilator BL when the same volume was delivered 

during a similar inspiratory time. 

Effects of leaks during VC-CMV and PS 

The increase of ventilator BL during leaks with VC-CMVmay be explained by the 

decrease of impedance imposed to the ventilator when the circuit is partially opened to the 

atmosphere. On the other hand, the decrease of ventilator BL during leaks with PS may be 

explained by the increase of the turbine speed to reach the target pressure despite the 

opening of the circuit. In addition, leaks induce an increase of the inspiratory time because 

during PS, the flow cycle occurs when the inspiratory flow falls below a set percentage of 
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peak inspiratory flow. It has been demonstrated that flow cycle criteria is less easily attained 

during leaks. Indeed, leaks may result in prolongation of the inspiratory time 
5
. 

Limitations and clinical implications 

Because a short BL could increase the risk of power failure and because we have 

recently lost a home ventilated patient for this unique reason we believe that our bench 

evaluation is clinically relevant. 

Our experimental condition was “ideal” considering that it represents a subject with a 

normal respiratory system impedance. Unfortunately, we did not test the effects of 

decreasing compliance and increasing resistance of the simulated respiratory system. 

However because leak occurrence, which reduces the impedance imposed to the ventilator, 

increased the BL during VC-CMV, we can speculate that when impedance increases, the BL 

decreases when delivering the same VT at the same frequency. Similarly, because during PS 

the increase of respiratory system impedance should reduce the delivered VT, it would be 

necessary to increase the level of PS in order to obtain the desired VT, which reduces BL,. 

It is difficult to state that the manufacturers underestimate the BL (Table 1) 

considering that this duration can depend on the patient’s characteristics (mechanical 

properties of the respiratory system, patient’s respiratory muscle activity and patient’s 

minute ventilation need) and on the ventilator settings which were different considering that 

manufacturers preferred to use pressure targeted mode whereas our baseline condition was a 

VC-CMV
8
. Nevertheless, even if we can understand the difference between our results and 

the information on BL delivered by the manufacturers, this last one are not representative of 

the differences that we observed between ventilators considering that, for example, the 

ventilator who had the highest BL in our bench study, for each condition, was the 

penultimate when comparing the company’s reported autonomy (Table 1). This suggests that 
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all manufacturers should delineate the conditions of mechanical ventilation used when 

measuring the BL.   

 Finally our study cannot give to prescribers an idea of BL, considering that this can 

change with the patients’ characteristics, but it brings information which could be used at the 

bedside. It suggests that: 1) For the same VT adjustment and  in the absence of leaks, there is 

no difference in BL between VC-CMV and PS. However, in case of leaks, BL increases 

systematically during VC-CMV and decreases during PS. This result reinforces the 

preference of VC-CMV to PS when using mouthpiece ventilation during daytime 
9
.  2) For 

all ventilators, the BL (for all models) varies significantly from the one reported by the 

manufacturers.  Therefore clinicians should not rely on the BL delivered by the 

manufacturer. 3) If a low level of PEEP is required, preference should be given for the 

ventilators which improve BL. Interestingly, if PEEP is used for improving speech of 

tracheostomized patients, the activation of a a key-pinch switch under the patient’s control  

may be an interesting option for the future
10
 so that PEEP is only used when needed (ie, for 

speech). 

Conclusion 

           The BL of home ventilators depends on the ventilatory settings. When testing a 

healthy subject profile on a lung model the BL is not affected by the ventilator mode (VC-

CMVvs PS) or the addition of a moderate level of PEEP. BL decreases with the increase in 

respiratory frequency and during leaks with a PS mode whereas leaks increase the duration 

of the ventilator BL during VC-CMV. Clinicians should not base their instructions regarding 

BL on the manufacturer's data and finally, knowledge by clinicians and families of the 

ventilators BL and the effects of various ventilator settings could reduce the risk of 

equipment failure and their potential adverse clinical outcomes.
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Table 1. Ventilators and batteries tested and autonomy duration in each experimental condition 

Ventilator and 

Manufacturer 

Localisation 

ELISEE 150 

ResMed SA 

St Priest,France 

MONNAL T50 

Air Liquide 

Antony, France 

PB 560  

Covidien 

Courtaboeuf, France 

VIVO 50 

Breas Medical 

St Priest, France 

TRILOGY 100 

Respironics France 

Carquefou, France 

Internal battery/External battery Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes 

Ventilator + internal battery weight (kg) 4.0 5.3 4.5 5.2 5.0 

External battery weight (kg) 0.8 2.4 1.7 1.5 0.5 

Reported autonomy duration* 12h00 12h00 9h00 11h30 6h00 

VC-CMV, RR : 10 cycles/min  14h30 15h15 20h14 13h05 12h05 

VC-CMV, RR : 15 cycles/min 13h00  13h30 17h00 13h05 9h21 

VC-CMV, RR : 20 cycles/min 12h35 12h30 15h35 12h36 8h15 

VC-CMV, RR : 15 cycles/min + leak 14h35 14h30 19h15 13h40 12h45 

VC-CMV, RR : 15 cycles/min + PEEP 11h50 13h40 17h25 11h05 7h50 

PS, RR : 15 cycles/min 14h30 13h25 18h30 11h55 12h32 

PS, RR :15 cycles/min + leak 13h40 13h20 13h30 11h45 8h40 

For each model, the same ventilator and the same batteries were tested. 

Abbreviations: VC-CMV: Volume Controlled-Continuous Mandatory Ventilation, PS: Pressure support, RR: respiratory rate, PEEP: positive 

end expiratory pressure. 

*Values in a condition reported by all the manufacturers (except for Trilogy 100 for which the manufacturer did not explain the condition): RR 

= 15 cycles/min, targeted inspiratory pressure = 20 cmH2O, no PEEP (except for VIVO 50: PEEP = 8 cmH2O) 
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